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The Lyon's Den to move to Loft

JORDANA JOY '17

ARTS AND LEISURE EDITOR

Representative Kennedy
meets with students
COURTNEY ROQUE '17

WEB EDITOR
,... t's not every day that you
walk into Chase Dining Hall
]
.
and see a Kennedy heading to get a burrito. Wheaton
st udents were excited to see
Congressman Joe Kennedy 111
Walking around campus with
President Hanno on Friday, December 4. Kennedy was here to
~eet with students involved in
assChallenge, a startup accelerator to help support new entrepreneurs.
A student in attendance, Katie Nisbet '16, says "Most of the
Students lat the meeting] had
Presented their startup ideas
at the MassChallenge event on
November 9. There were also
students in attendance who are
Working with MassChallenge
Startups to provide support in a
variety of areas."
Amaya llluri '16, another student present at the meeting,
says "I think that the point of this
meeting was to understand the
~tartup culture at Wheaton, but
1
t excluded a lot of people who
are pertinent to it, and people

who would been interested in
meeting the representative."
Students who met with Kennedy seemed to have a great
time with him. Nisbet says on the
meeting, "I found his advice very
helpful. .. He mostly shared tips
and took questions from us."
Paige Allen, a staff writer from
The Sun Chronicle, was present
at this meeting, and in her article,
says that the students also spoke
with Kennedy regarding politics
and the upcoming presidential
race. However, many students
were not aware of Kennedy's
presence on the Wheaton campus; it probably would ~a_ve be~n
beneficial for more politically interested students to meet him.
A member of the senior class
who was not aware of the meeting beforehand says, "As a political science major, it would
have been great to have had
Congressman Kennedy's time at
Wheaton be extended to other
facets of the Wheaton community, such as those involved with
the political science depar:ment.
I know as a politician he 1s very
busy, and it would have been
great to have capitalized on his
time while he was already here."

e Lyon's Den, one of the
most admired and recogizable buildings and only
coffeehouse on Wheaton's campus, has a crumbling infrastructure. As a building that has undergone only a few renovations
in the duration of its nearly seventy years of its existence, the
foundation is eroding and making the space difficult to renovate for public events and meetings. With no funds to rebuild the
infrastructure, the staff at the
Lyon's Den have needed to focus
their concern on the relocation
of the Den's staff, food, atmosphere and engagement with the
campus to a new space, making
this the last semester that the
Den's original building will be in
use.
The Den has proven to have a
rich history on Wheaton's campus. First being documented
in the Wheaton News (now the
Wheaton Wire) as the Taunton
Avenue Polo diner in June 1950,
the building wasn't purchased
by Wheaton until 1988. The
building was renovated by the
Class of 1998 in the spring of
1996 and was opened as the Lyon's Den coffeehouse by Mike
Bettencourt and Nick Langman
with the support of a handful of
faculty. The staff at the Den receives work study job benefits,
which solidifies the support of
the administration and faculty at
Wheaton. Wilson Sadowski '16,
the Business Manager for the

Den, said, "Hearing from alums,
Wheaton has really supported
the student-run aspect of the
business."
The goal of the coffeehouse
was to traditionalize the building's purpose with food service
and to provide its services to the
Wheaton community as a whole.
Remaining as a completely voluntary, stundent-run organization,
the Lyon's Den expanded it's
menu, number of staff members
and artistic perspectives. In Bettencour and Langman's initiative,
the Den was an alternative atmosphere that "promotes intellectual and social vitality on campus
by providing an open, comfortable, and creative environment
for music, art, and poetry, and
various student, faculty, or staff
events." The Den has followed
this initiative to the present day,
providing daily coffee, food,
Open Mic Nights and a social,
safe place for students to gather.
Since the original building of
the Den can no longer be inhabitable, the managers and staff
of the Den are looking for a new
space to continue the twenty
year legacy and ambitions of the
Den. "If we could stay in the same
space, we would. We don't want
to leave its history; it's a special
place ... lt's like a third space removed from the dorms and the
academic buildings. I kinda forget that I'm on a college campus
when I'm there," said Ella Hayslett '16, the Operations Manager at the Den. They had been
approached a year ago about
finding another space since the

administration doesn't have the
funds to support a costly renovation of the building. Since then,
the managers have been speaking to many administrators and
faculty on campus, such as SAIL,
John Bragel, Field and Grounds
and Andrea Holden, to name a
few.
Although saying goodbye
to the Den's original building
proves to be nostalgic, the staff
is finding exciting new opportunities for the cafe's alternative.
"Since we've been approaching about [relocating the Den).
we've gotten more excited
about it because we've discovered all of these opportunities
and to make things even better
than they are now. So it's only
gotten more positive as time
goes on," said Talor Hale '18, the
Bookings and Events Manager
for the Den. Although the original building most likely cannot
be used for any other activity, it
is unclear what will happen to it.
However, the staff still wants to
utilize as much of the old space
as possible. "We hope to leave
it as empty as possible, that's
one of the main things we're focused on. We want to make it as
unrecognizable as possible because we're gonna be bringing
over all the amazing artwork on
the walls from the last twenty
years," said Hayslett. "We really
want to incorporate as much of
the old space as possible" They
even plan to

Cont. on page 5

Other things you'll find in here: The president hosts a campus_ c~imate talk (pa~e 4), renovations to Emerson Dining
Hall are underway (page 5) and the senior basketball captains JOtn the 1000 point club (page 8).
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Wheaton College Public Safety log
MEDICAL M ed ical Incident- Nov 30, 2015: Monday at 16:06
Locat ion: MEADOWS HALL NORTH
Summary: Father requested well being check on his son .

ALCOHOL/DRUGS Any Drug Violation- Dec 03, 2015: Thursday at
20:21
Location: METCALF
Summary: Reporting smell of marijuana

ALCOHOL/DRUGS Any Drug Violation- Dec 01, 2015: Tuesday at 19:07
Location : LARCOM HALL
Summary: Lifesafe reporting smell of marijuana

PROPERTY Property Damage- Dec 04, 2015: Friday at 7:38
Location : KEEFE HALL
Summary: Damage to a light pole.

ALCOHOL/ DRUGS A ny Drug Violation- Dec 01 , 2015: Tuesday at 20:22
Location : CLARK HALL
Summary: RA reports strong smell of mariju ana
TRAFFIC Motor Vehicle accident- Dec 02, 2015: Wednesday at 7:30
locat ion : PARKING LOT 8
Summary: RP states there is a vehicle in Lot 8 with front passenger quarter p anel damage. U10 responding to the Lot. Notified stud ent of this information .
MEDICAL Medical Incident- Dec 02, 2015: Wednesday at 13:20
Location: MEADOWS HALL WEST
Summa ry: Norton Dispatch recieved at 3rd party call for rescue to MW 3rd floor bathroom for a female
with severe abdominal pain. Student transported vis Rescue to Sturdy. None on board with her. Deans
office notified .
ALCOHOL/ DRUGS A ny Drug Violation- Dec 02, 2015: Wednesday at 22:19
Location: DAVIS INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
Summary: Report of strong smell of marijuana
MEDICAL Medical Incident- Dec 03, 2015: Thursday at 11:13
Location: COUNSELING CENTER
Summary: RP requests officer to respond to Counseling Center to pick up paperwork for Section 12
and look for student . U10 attempting to respond to the area and fire alarm box 6745 for Young Tunnel
sounding on Digitizer. U10 responding to fire alarm 1st. Student now in custody of NFD and enroute to
Sturdy.

Question of the week
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ASSAULT Hands, Fists, Feet, etc.- Dec 03, 2015: Thursday at 14:27
Location: PARKING LOT 4
Summary: RP states she was assaulted approximately 2300 hrs in
Lot 4 by male friend.

w

)
Use t he sp ace beneath t he
question to w rite your
answ er. Th en, f eel free t o leave
yo ur copy around for someone
to fin d and respond to. We'll
give yo u a d ifferent question
each week.

duest1ons and drawings
are by Karl Rivera '16

From the editor
is is The Wheaton Wire's
nal issue for the Fall of
015. It seems hard to believe we've already put out 11
issues of the thing .
But finals are looming ahead,
and no full-time student should
be spending the next two weeks
writing, editing, laying out and
distributing a weekly eight-page
newspaper. So, we'll have to
end here.
Life is fast at Wheaton, despite what some might say
about small campuses; the time
seems to go by quicker as you
have more responsibilities and
more friends.

The luminaria, an annual tri
d ition, is out tonight. The sky i!
clear, and the mix of real candle!
and little electric lights make!
the midnight campus glow gert
tly as the library stays open a
night for the first time this year
It's a Wheaton that most outsiders never get to see.
5
Most of the next two week
will be spent with bizzare hoUfl
and large, strong coffees frort'
the Hood Cafe. There's nothi~g
quite like half-delirious conver·
sations at 4:30 in the morning•
Have a wonderful break!
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Adam Kilduff '16
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Taylor Matook '16
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Alex Gim-Fain '17
Sara Petrangelo '17
Amaya llluri '16
MacKenzie Wardell '18
Kate W ilkinson '17
Emily Bergmann '16
Lucas Rosa '18
Eryn Hoang '18
Casey Hess '16
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News Editor
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Sports Editor
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Design Editor
Design Editor
Design Editor
Design Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor

WHEATON COLLEGE HONOR CODE
As members of the Wheaton community, we commit ourselves to act
honestly, responsibly, and above all, with honor and integrity in all areas
of campus life. We are accountable for all that we say and write. We are
responsible for the academic integrity of our work. We pledge that we
will not misrepresent our work nor give or receive unauthorized aid. We
commit ourselves to behave in a manner which demonstrates concern for
the personal dignity, rights and freedoms of all members of the commu·
nity. We are respectful of college property and the property of others.
We will not tolerate a lack of respect for these values.
I accept responsibility to maintain the Honor Code at all times .

Have a correction or lefter to the editor? Send an email to kilduff_adam@wheatoncollege.
edu, or come visit us! We meet in the 1960s Room in Balfour on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.
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Recovering from tragedy without killing justice
seems puny and insignificant,
so utterly incommensurate with
our pain. Normalcy has been
hen senseless acts of vibluntly and swiftly removed, and
olence occur - and they
our only recompense is to opt
do occur often - we
to inflict harm. It is at this point
Wonder just how human beings
that our politicians promise to
fi~d _themselves capable of com"crack down" on guns, drugs,
mitting such horrible crimes. We
crime, terrorists, pornography,
devour tabloid information in
whatever unites us in victimour search for clues. We forage
hood- and our Facebook feed
for answers to that fundamenfills with platitudes and tangent_al question in the music they
tial expressions of hurt, anger,
listen to, the pills they take and
confusion, and grief. During this
the people they sleep with. The
period, we often ignore crucial
abundance of triviality is as hypquestions: what purpose does
notic as it is repulsive. And it's
retribution serve? Why does this
never satisfying, because the
keep happening and what are
deluge of entirely ordinary inforwe doing to keep this phenommation only reinforces our increenon alive? What can we do to
dulity. We wonder, even more,
kill it? Is this human nature? Is
how someone so like us can comthis
me?
pletely subvert our impressions
Simple narratives that emof humanity.
phasize humanity, or the lack
Unable to find answers in this
thereof, feed into a psychoinformation, we conclude, to our
logical separation between
0 wn relief, that the potential for
perpetrators and the rest of
cruelty geminates only within
society. This separation, which
those afflicted by a consummate
of course is exacerbated by the
lack of humanity. We can sleep
nature of the crime as well as
at night knowing that this is not
the sociological identity of the
- and can never be - us. But
victim and the perpetrator (race,
Perhaps it is the presence of
age, gender), strengthens our
humanity rather than the lack
proclivity for moral absolutism
thereof that sustains this culture
and intolerance. This pretense
of violence. Perhaps, it is perof detachment is what permits
~ectly humane to be perfectly
incarceration, and at an extreme
inhumane.
level, the death penalty, and
In the wake of tragedy, everyother supposedly justified acts
thing is uncertain. We blindly
~nd desperately grope for order, of brutality.
Granted, societies undergo
finding nothing substantial.
periods of painful and complex
Every possible retributive action
transformation after tragedy,

PIA PARISI-MARCOUX '19
WIRE STAFF
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i
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Photocredit: Mashable
that
this
sentiment
echoes the
and some measure of subseanti-Semitism
of
the
last refuquent chaos is, though not pergee
crisis
of
this
scale,
this is a
missible, understandable. But
clear
example
of
how
(an
often
such transformations are shaped
fatal
concoction
of)
grief
and
by the manner in which societies
paranoia transcends rational
choose to recover. What will we
"In the wake
thought,
dulls our compassion,
become if, overwhelmingly, we
tragedy,
everything
is
strengthens
our nationalistic,
choose revenge?
racist
and
intolerant
impulses.
uncertain.
We
blindLet's look at France, for exThe
worst
part
is
that
a
ample. Recent attacks in Paris
ly and desperately
likewise
grieving
and
paranoid
(as well as Beirut and Baghgrope for order, find- electorate will tolerate and supdad) linked to the Islamic State
port such behavior. Yes, tragedy
ing nothing substan(IS) have once again brought
arouses
latent racism, gives it a
terrorism and Islamic extremism
tial. Every possible
spotlight
and is a convenient justo the forefront of international
retributive
action
tification
for
its existence - but
relations. Two days after these
not
just
within
persons of power.
seems
puny
and
inattacks that left 130 dead in ParIn times of peril, people look to
significant, so utterly
their institutions for order and
incommensurate with support whatever professes to
offer it, no matter the means.
Whether it's President Francois
Hollande's decision to bomb
had implications in the rest of
Syria (Hollande subsequently
Europe and the United States as
well: namely, the further comsaw his meager approval rating
rise seven points), or the pasplication of what is the largest
refugee crisis since the second
sage of the Patriot Act in 2002
after 9/11, we are too often the
world war. Many U.S. Governors
sum total of our fears. What's
have vowed not to allow Syrian
refugees to settle in their states, worse is that past fears become
the foundation for future disdespite little legal foundation
course, legislation, policy, what
for such action. Furthermore,
have you - our politics become
several Eastern European
a competition for enshrining
governments have specifically
grievances. We allow fragments
indicated that they don't want
of the past to resurface and be
to accommodate non-Christian
used, often dirtily, in current
refugees out of supposed fear
political disputes. We become
over the ability of Muslims to
addicted to our victimhood.
integrate into Western society.
Photocredit: ABC 7 News Putting aside the observation
That's not who we want to be.

is, France launched a 'massive'
airstrike campaign, targeting the
Islamic State's de facto capital
in Syria. These attacks have

of
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The Lyon's Den will move to the Loft after long process
Cont. from page 1
Currently, the new space for
the Den has been finalized as
the spacious Loft room, located
under the Balfour-Hood Cafe.
The Den staff plans to remain at
Wheaton for the majority of the
winter break and haul artwork,
potential booths and other essential furniture from the old
building to their new space. The
Den will also ask any artistically
inclined students to paint murals
on the currently bland blue and
yellow walls. "Right now, we kinda see the loft as a blank canvas.
Really, with the current staff,
we saw opportunity, we saw
underutilized space that can
benefit on student energy on
campus," said Sadowski. The ultimate goal is to move all of the
new furniture in the new space
by the end of winter break.
The new Den will also be supplied with many new furniture
pieces, in which the managers
are receiving help from a furniture vendor from the area. He
gives the managers estimates
and recommendations forcertain furniture, given the space
the Oen will be accommodating.
However, the Den staff is
expected to meet a certain fire
code concerning the quality
and quantity of furniture in
the space, which can prove to

significantly narrow the type
of furniture allowed to create a
"cozy" environment. However,
most of the decor will be made
and placed in by the staff themselves, including painting and
hanging artwork.
The food menu will also be
expanding, incorporating both
the old loft and Den menus. Every night of the week, students
can expect a large range of food
including signature Den food
such as milkshakes and super
cookies, to healthier options
such as carrots and celery, which
is not available in many places at
Wheaton late at night. The Den
also expects to purchase new
appliances for the new space,
such as a high powered oven
to cook food such as nachos
or pizza. Hale said to expect
"more layers of cheese" in your
order of nachos next semester.
Although the Den has little experience with cooking raw foods
in the past, all staff will be food
safe certified and will depend on
how the new menu shapes out.
The original Loft menu may also
be transferred to Emerson, so
greasy late night food will not
be eliminated completely from
Wheaton's campus.
Events in the new space will
also happen more frequently

and will expand over a diverse range of perspectives
and genres. Since Live at the
Loft currently happens every
Thursday, and Open Mic Nights
happen every other Wednesday,
the Oen plans to maintain a Life
at Wheaton/Live at the Den on
a weekly basis. In other efforts
to expand the amount of events,
each staff member will plan,
promote and produce a two
hour event of their choice, which
already opens up thirty events
for an entire year, compared to
the already six bands that the
Den has brought to Wheaton
this semester alone.
With these new expansions,
the Den intends to expand their
staff numbers.
Currently, the Den is open
Monday-Thursdays 4pm-2am,
Friday-Saturdays 8pm-midnight,
and Sundays from 10am-2pm,
with two baristas working at a
time. Since the Den will be open
from 6 pm-2 pm every day, three
baristas will be expecting to be
working at one time, with more
staff working weekend nights.
Since the Balfour Cafe will be
open from 8 am-6pm, there
will be coffee and food available in the student center on
campus for a potential 18 hours
a day. This will allow not only

more variety for students but
an easy coffee for a professor
or potential President Hanno
to grab before heading home
for the weekend. Ultimately,
the Den staff is enthralled and
excited to be establishinq a new

music, programming, expanded
hours and a more personable
experience by being served by
fellow students. Sadowski said,
"We have a responsibility in our
role in the Den, we always have
the student experience in mind

Photocredlt: Wheaton Colle9'
space on campus. "There are
nooks and crannies, it's very
den-like, honestly; it has that
lofty space, corners up high, it's
underground; it's a literal den.
We just want to make it as cozy
as possible," said Hale.
Although the initial Den space
will be lost, the new one has
proven to be more accessible to
all students. The staff hopes to
attract students with more food,

that we hope to continue. We
just have to make sure to pass
the baton right so [the Den] can
grow and prosper. It has always
been for the student and by the
student."

Campus Climate Talk Prompts Emotional and Powerful Responses
LUCAS ROSA '18

1f

COPY EDITOR
rn,pon,e to the ceceot
turb~lence concer~i~~ divers1ty on campus 1nit1ated
by the flyers that were found in
Meadows earlier this semester,
Wheaton hosted a Campus Climate Talk. President Dennis Hanno sent out an email inviting students to the talk on November
20 in order to collect feedback
and discuss the climate issues
at Wheaton. The discussion that
took place in the Faculty Dining
Room in Emerson was emotional
and garnered genuine responses
from those in attendance.
Hanno initiated the conversation by asking students to
be unfiltered and set their own
agenda for the discussion.
Hanno quickly addressed many
of the events from this past
semester, such as the hateful
acts that took place in Meadows
West. "It's been a challenging

[semester]. But now topics that
have been too hidden or festering are not seen. There are no
easy or quick fixes from any of
these issues," Hanno said.
Students did not shy away
from talking about these "hidden" topics. Hanno himself addressed the incident as he said,
"There are people who know
(who committed the Meadows
hate vandalism] but who don't
have the spine to come forward.
The perpetrators are idiots, the
people not saying anything are
worse."
Many of the topics discussed
came from the pre-game event
to Diversity Day, which had
taken place prior to the Campus
Climate Talk. One main point
addressed was the disconnect
between students and faculty
during such discussions. "Students ar~ doing a lot ... but
there's not a lot going on in the
classroom," said one student.

Students also addressed
the need for a more involved

"A lot of people will
tell the [offender], 'I'm
not offended' to seem
cool and relaxed. This
arms the offender
with the idea that
[whatever was said] is
not racist," said the
student, "/ want to
scream in their face
and say, 'well you
should be offended."'
student body. "Diversity is so
much more than race," said one
student, "everybody has a role
to play." Another student noted
how there needed to be diver-

sity in the people that are heavily involved with these issues, as
he said, "The same people go
to these events every time, we
need to expand the forum."
Some students also believed
that the problem is coming
from two sides as one person
outlined his idea that there are
both students that don't know
they are being targeted due to
language barriers or students
that don't care that the are
being targeted. "A lot of people
will tell the [offender], 'I'm not
offended' to seem cool and
relaxed. This arms the offender
with the idea that [whatever was
said) is not racist," said the student, "I want to scream in their
face and say, 'well you should be
offended."'
Ultimately some people felt
poorly about the Wheaton climate as one student emotionally
said, "I need to know something
is going to change. The love

for Wheaton is gone, people
[on campus], they wear other
schools' gear. They don't try to
change (Wheaton]. I feel like I'm
fighting air, and I'm tired." Other
students felt similarly about the
unity of the school, saying, "The
only time we can get together
as a college (for an event] is
when we are all drunk."
Hanno ended the discussion
by reminding the students that
change can only occur if the
student body pushes for it.
Hanno himself acknowledged
that Wheaton needs to improve,
as he said, "What I hear is the
pain [from students] ... Wheaton
is not the best place it can be."
Hanno concluded the discussion by encouraging students
to push Wheaton to use its
resources and affect change on
campus. He also promised that
this discussion would continue.
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Out with the old and in with the new: Emerson renovations begin
DEMETRA EDWARDS '17

WIRE STAFF

A:

ea~ _has passed, brin~ing
exciting new renovations
o the Balfour Hood Eco
Cafe, Chase, and most recently,
Emerson dining hall. As of November 20, renovations for Emerson are underway and making
~uick progress for its reopening
1n January. Emerson is known
for its classic, ornate woodwork
and historic atmosphere, which
will be preserved throughout the
renovations.
Director of Dining Services

John Bragel said Emerson "will
retain its great classic look, but
there will be new flooring, new
tables, new chairs, new lights
and best of all- it will be air conditioned." By changing the at·
mosphere of Emerson, there is a
goal to host more events there,
especially with the new dance
floor and sound system.
Along with the changing appearance of the dining room,
there will also be changes in the
serving area . Bragel said, "The
servery will be fully gutted and
open with awesome new stations
serving Starbucks beverages,
tossed to order salads, gourmet

sandwiches, hot meal options,
an expanded soup station and
many grab & go selections." Em•
erson will remain a retail location
where Lyons Bucks, cash or credit cards can be used along with a
Lyons Swipe option.
Lizette Zajko, the assistant
director of Student Activities,
Involvement and Leadership
(SAIL), is eager to see the opportunities that the renovations
will bring for student activities.
Zajko said, "SAIL sees this as a
huge opportunity for students to
program events in the space that
utilize the brand new dance floor
and sound system that will come

with the renovations".
In order to ensure student
event success, Zajko said, "SAIL
even had S.O.L.E. step on different types of wood last year so
they could give their opinion [on]
the dance floor that the college
chose. This was an intentional
project to ensure the success of
student events in addition to being a retail dining location". SAIL
has already been transitioning
events to Emerson, for example,
"Live @ The Loft" is now called
"Live @ Wheaton" and have already seen great turnouts this
past semester.
Many different

are involved in these dining
changes, with student satisfaction as their main priority. This
past semester served as an opportunity for students to become familiar with the different
meal plan options that are better
suited to their individual needs.
It is clear that the renovations
across campus are leaving students with anticipation for more
improvement. Bragel has noticed
the change in atmosphere at
Wheaton when he said, "It's just
great to have a special buzz in
the air. I'm very proud and privileged to be a part of all of this
excitement".

'
From left to right, Washington and Smith.
Credit: washingtonconsultinggroup.net and clintsmithiii.com

Two diversity speakers
will come to Wheaton
ADAM KILDUFF '16

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

WOOP- Alternative orientation

Council on Inclusion
nd Diversity has booked
wo speakers to come to
campus and speak on diversity
issues next semester in response
contain the situation and get im- to the flyers bearing hate speech
that were discovered on doors of
mediate help."
On the success of WOOP Meadows West on September 5.
President Dennis Hanno an2015, Cromwell said, "As a pilot,
there were some challenges, but nounced the speakers in an email
overall each one of us learned a sent to campus on November 17.
"It seems that almost daily we
lot from the experience. I think
every person on the trip had a are confronted with news about
very positive experience and en- how issues related to inclusion
joyed the trip. The goal was to and diversity are affecting the
get freshman to feel comfortable world, and much more specificalin this new setting and to bond ly college campuses," the email
with their classmates. We helped says. "On our own campus, we
each other achieve these goals have been challenged with reand came out of this experience, minders that we are far from perfect."
ready to start the year."
On future plans for WOOP,
The first speaker, Clint Smith,
Cromwell said, "We are planning has been booked as part of a seon doing a similar trip like last ries of events the Black Student
year for 2016. The hope is that we Association is planning that will
can expand to get multiple trips honor the life of the Reverend Dr.
going out with different levels of Martin Luther King, Jr.
difficulty as well as something
Smith is an educator and poet
more than just backpacking. The who is currently pursuing a dochope is that this will be an ongo- torate at Harvard University. He
ing option for all freshman to be is perhaps best known for his
a part of, if they choose."
TED talk titled"How to Raise a
Black Son in America," which has

program prepares for next session
KUNZANG TSHERING '17

NEWSED/TOR
e Wheaton Outdoors Orintation Program (WOOP)
s a student inspired initiative that offers freshmen an alternative orientation program. The
last program ran from August
23 to 27 and took a total of 16
new students on two hiking trips
Within Fraconia Notch State Park.
According to Wheaton's website,
this program is 'designed to help
students make meaningful social
connections while challenging
themselves and experiencing the
outdoors.' This semester, WOOP
has received many applications
for new student leaders.
Nadia Cromwell '17, who led
0 ne of the last trips, describes
herself as an 'outdoors enthusiast.' She said that she was given
this project by her classmate,
Skyler Dunfey '15. Cromwell
said, "This was a project that she

(Dunfey) had been working on
for several years during her time
at Wheaton and handed it over
to me during her last year. Outdoor Orientation groups are very
common in larger universities,
and it was something Wheaton
was missing."
In order to participate in this
program, freshmen are required
to pay $325. However, leaders
are fully funded by Student Activities Involvement and Leadership (SAIL) to become Wilderness First Aid (WFA) certified.
WFA is a two-day course that
teaches leaders how to perform
emergency care when there is
no professional care available immediately.
Cromwell said, "When taking
incoming freshman into a very
secluded area, it is important to
make sure that everyone is safe.
If someone were to get seriously
injured, the idea is that we could
make them as safe as possible
and know exactly what to do to

e

been viewed over one million
times on TED's website.
Another talk, "The Danger of
Silence," has been viewed over
three million times .
Both talks begin as speeches
and turn into spoken word poems. In the former talk, Smith
leads with an anecdote about
how his father stopped him from
playing with a water gun in the
dark due to fear for his safety.
An article by Vox, a news website, draws comparisons between
Smith's talk and the shooting of
Tamir Rice in Baltimore, Md. In
the latter case, Rice was shot by
a policeman because a toy gun
he was playing with was mistaken for a real one.
The second speaker will be the
Reverend Dr. Jamie Washington,
who is founder and president
of the Washington Consulting
Group. The film conducts trainings and facilitations with students and professional audiences on themes of inclusion and
diversity.
Washington is an educator, administrator and consultant with
30 years of experience. He holds
a Ph .D. in college student development.
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Students help rebuild New Orleans
CARLY LEWIS '18
WIRE STAFF

Credit: Courtney Roque '17

Don't Panic: roommates,
Santa, and baby making
AUDREY DUBOIS '16 AND
EMILY BERGMANN '16 WIRE
STAFF AND COPY EDITOR
Dear Audrey and Emily,
I really don't want to live with
my roommate next semester, but
I'm not sure how to break this
news to him. He's going through a
rough patch and has become too
argumentative and moody. How
do you tell someone you no longer want to live with them without
hurting their feelings?
-- Laertes
Audrey:

Dear Laertes,
Roommates with bad attitudes
can be a drag! Challenge him to a
duel, and promise if he wins, you
keep living together, but if you
win, you get to move. What he
doesn't know is that your blade
has been poisoned, so even if
he wins, you shall be the victor
nonetheless. The kingdom will be
yours, and you will have avenged
your father and sister both.
Goodnight, sweet prince!

Here are some ideas for things
that would be great to see under
the tree on Christmas morning!
-proof of free will
-an unremembered dream, vivid
and clear but lost upon waking
-a satisfying ending to How I
Met Your Mother
-Big Mouth Billy Bass, the novelty talking wall fish
-more time

t has been twelve years
since Hurricane Katrina
]
swept through New Orleans, causing massive devastation
to thousands of neighborhoods
and forcing families to r~ocate.
However, there is still an alarming
amount of work to be done to
rebuild the city in the hurricane's
aftermath. Wheaton's club, NOLA
or New Orleans Alternative Winter
Break, affords students the opportunity to travel to New Orleans
over winter break and work with
the St. Bernard Project to rebuild
homes for families affected by
Hurricane Katrina in 2003.
The club, which is partly funded by SGA, works year round to
fundraise for the trip. Recent fundraisers include the Faculty vs. Student basketball game and Parents
Night Out, which allows Norton
residents to leave their kids with
Wheaton students while they go

out. Additionally, on December
11, the group will also host a raffle
at the annual Holiday Fair. All proceeds help to fund the trip, which
will cost around 200 dollars per
student, not including tools and
transportation.
This year the group, consisting
of 28 passionate students and 4
faculty members, will leave for
New Orleans on January 16 and
return January 23. While in the
city, the group will work through
the St. Bernard Project, a nonprofit
dedicated to helping disaster-impacted communities recover, to
help restore houses destroyed
by the hurricane. Students do not
need to have any prior experience
with construction, which is part
of the beauty of the experience.
Kelsey Babcock '16, who serves as
treasurer of the group, said, "It is
very rewarding to see how much
you can accomplish in a week even
with very little experience in construction."
In addition to helping with con-

struction, the students also have
the opportunity to experience the
rich culture that New Orleans has
to offer.
After a long day of work they
occasionally go out to eat or visit
the French Quarter. On one of t he
days the students have the oppor·
tunity to go on a disaster tour and
are taken to various areas of the
city that were majorly impacted
by t he hurricane. This experience
can be quite unsettling, accord ing to Babcock, since some areas
look perfectly norma l while others,
"look like a hurricane came by last
week ."
Just because it has been a decade since the hurricane struck,
this does not mean that we can
ignore the damage that Hurricane
Katrina caused. New Orleans is
still very much affected by Katrina
and the city will not rebuild itself.
NOLA recognizes this fact and offers students the opportunity to
make an immediate difference.

Emily:

Dear Virginia,
Why doesn't anyone ever ask
what Santa wants for Christmas?
He doesn't get to visit a bratty
child at the mall sit on their knee
and tell them that he wants a
pony. I suggest that you use some
money you get from a mysterious
great-aunt and send Santa a nice
scarf. Or an Amazon gift card. I
hear Santa has Prime.
Dear Audrey and Emily,
How are babies made?
-· Product of a Broken Sexual
Education System
Aud rey:

Emily:

Dear Laertes,
Here's the truth: there is no
way to avoid hurting this person's
feelings. No one wants to be told
that you don 't want them as a
roommate anymore. It's almost
like a breakup. You can say "it's
not you, it's me" all you want, but
the dumpee will infer that it's their
fault all the same. The best thing
you can do is to tell them. Don't
spring it on them last minute and
have them show up to school sans
roommate.
Dear Audrey and Emily,
What should I ask for from Santa
this year?
-- Virginia
Audrey:

Dear Virginia,

Dear Product,
The factory receives a shipment
of steel beams. These beams
are heated until they are pliable,
where they are molded into shape
by machines. This provides the
basic framework. Heated plastic
is poured into molds to form the
smooth texture of the exterior.
When the plastic cools, it is removed from the molds and attached to the steel skeleton with
cyanoacrylate. Once the adhesive
has set, an assembly line worker
fuses the plastic together so that
no seams can be detected. The
worker punches out for the day
and goes home to engage in intercourse with their partner, where
the sperm found in male ejaculate
fertilizes a healthy ovum and the
two combine in the uterus to create a full set o f chromosomes that
will eventually become a child.

The New Orleans Alternative Winter Break trip last year Cre dit: Emily Bryer
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Rushlight shines light on student talent on campus
JORDANA JOY '17

ARTS AND LEISURE EDITOR

T

he Rushlight is the only biannual, student r.un literary
magazine on campus. Not
only that, it is one of the oldest,
longest continually published literary magazines in the country.
Consisting exclusively of twenty
tediously selected poems, prose,
short stories, play writes, and even
songs, as well as paintings, sketch~s, and photography, Rushlight actively and successfully showcases
the diverse talent on Wheaton's
campus. Run by only three students Cora Kohn '17 (co-editor),
Emily Mercurio '16 (coeditor) and
Sydney Beck '16 (art editor), the
~election of pieces to be published proves to be sluggish, tedious work.
Rushlight was founded in
1855 by Lucy Larcom, not long
after Wheaton College had
been founded as a women's
seminary. Larcom worked at a
mill in Lowell and founded other
magazines in the Massachusetts
area in order to prove an outlet
for creative student writers.
Only one or two copies were
handwritten and left around
the dorms, allowing students
to read a poem or two in the

common room. Mercurio is cur•
rently a Senior Digital Initiatives
Assistant. her job consisting
mainly of digitizeing each of the
old Rushlights, and even came
across a boot print on the cover
of one of the earlier magazines.
"So it proves that they're pretty
beaten up-or well-loved, rather,"
said Mercurio.
Rushlight has expanded its
material over the years, now
publishing art, rather than only
cover art or no cover art at all
from previous, older editions.
The upcoming issue also has the
first song being published in the
magazine, with the lyrics being
published in the physical copy
and a Soundcloud link being
given to the song in full.
Submissions for Rush light
are sent to the editors during
submission week, consisting of
no more than five art or writing
pieces of the artist's choice.
These piece are then randomly
organized into packets, which
are opened up to the entire
campus to read during the
Reading Room periods a few
weeks later. Students can then
read their fellow classmates'

Adele's new album stuns
CELIA GRAHAM '19

WIRE STAFF

11

The album is constructed
of Adele's signature soulful ballads
that d isplay an incredible amount
of raw talent, a rarity in today's music industry. The album comes af. ter a musica l hiatus for the ten-time
Grammy award winner, and it is just
What we needed amidst the releases of other cotton candy pop music
fluff.
The album continues with th(
track "Send My Love (To Your Now
Lover)," a song that encourages everyone to disregard any old flames
ilnd instead be liberated
The track "I Miss You"
milkes a name for itself sonically,
with its st urns on the guitar anrl
grandiose vocals. The track reminds us of the risks that Adele

imals crackers and every single
piece is read by every single person ... No piece is overlooked,"
said Mercurio. The art is curated
by Beck.
Each piece is sorted into a
"mostly yes's", "mostly maybe's", and "mostly no's", but this
does not often doom a piece to
rejection. There can often be
pieces that don't do well in the
Reading Room, but are greatly
admired by the core reading
group, and vis versa .
The order of poems and the
variation of art and writing is
also very deliberately placed
each semester in Rushlight, and
can depend on the reoccurring
themes found in the pieces that
the editors receive. "I always say
that we could publish the boyfriend edition every semester as
well as the normal edition of the
Rushlight." said Mercurio . Common themes this semester were
religion and fatherhood, and
themes found in last semesters'
submissions were cigarettes .
The Rushlight has a yearly
budget of $5,000, split in half
every semester for publishing.
The manuscript is sent to Gab-

cover for 25.

CREDIT: WIKIPEDIA

took with this al bum in o pening up
in an edgy man ne r.
The song "River Lea" gives us
a taste of Adele's nostalg ia as she
croons "I should probably tell you
now before it 's way too late/ That
I never meant to hurt you or lie
straight to your face/ Consider this
my apology, I know it's years in advance/ But I'd rather say it now 1n
case I never get the chance " She
gives us a sense of her childhood
life 1n describing the river near
where she grew up.
The album closes with "Sweetest
Devotion," ending on a happy note
in a song about her son, whose
vo cc appears on the track and her
newfound apprcc1at1on for life.
It seems as if Adele has found her
trlie happiness, msp1nng audiences
to find theirs.

bleton Printing in Taunton, and
are d istributing in high traffic
areas on campus at the end
of each semester, such as the
library, Balfour, and Meneely.
With receiving more than 100
submissions every semester
and only have room fo r 20, the
Rushlight has not intentionally
become very prestigious and
competitive. In many cases, rejection occurs due to space, not
quality. "We have to say no to a
lot of good work. There's a lot of
people who will say 'yeah, I submitted to Rushlight my fre shman
year but didn't get in, so I won't
submit this semester.' I just wish
people would get d iscouraged,"
said Mercurio.
The magazine has proven to
be an important tool to solid ify
the talent found on Wheaton's
campus. "Often time s, it's easy
to disrespect student writing,
especially with poetry; you
know, the liberal art's student
that writes poetry. But when
you give the artist the full page,
a place in the magazine, it's a
lot harder to disrespect," said
Mercurio.

The Week at Wheaton in some photos:
Sierra Demulder performs in the chapel
Sierra Demulder Performing in the Chapel
Credit: Dani Dickinson '17

' ' ..-!ello, its me," sings
Adele as she enters
back into our lives
after a Ion four years. The song,
which has already be come a pop
culture reference, introduces us to
the newly reinve nted Adele and her
album 25.

"The album is constructed of Adele's
signature soulful ballads that display an
incredible amount of
raw talent.

work and vote on them. Those
who read all the work in all of
the packets receive the title of
"Reader", and are featured on
the title page of the magazine.
"Reading room makes the Rushlight a little more democratic
with more people involved. Voting is an experience within itself;
we have food, usually around
midterms, and have a relaxing
environment for students to
take a break from studying and
read some good literature by
fellow students," said Kohn.
After the Reading Room
period, a smaller selected group
of students (usually less than or
up to eight) and editors gather
and tally votes and discuss each
piece.
These selected individuals are
recommended by Rushlight's
advisor, Sue Stand ing, and are
picked by the editors as anyone
who has "a significant standing
in the literary field at Wheaton."
They specifically look for good
editors, not just good writers to
give the last vote on each piece.
"Usually, we reserve a collab
room in the library for 6 hours
and, this year, with tea and an•
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Shoemaker '16 and Battaglia '16 join Wheaton's 1,000 point club
KEVIN A. GIL '16
SPORTS EDITOR
enior captain Kiley Shoemaker '16 of women's basketball and senior captain
Billy Battaglia '16 of men's basketball have joined Wheaton's
prestigious 1,000+ Point Club
• of their respective athletic programs. Shoemaker scored her
1,000th career-point in a game
against RPI that lead Wheaton to
a 3-1 record at that point in their
season after a loss to Williams.
Battaglia scored his 1,000th in
the final play of this past weekend's loss against Bridgewater
State on the road.
"Scoring 1,000 points means a
lot to me," said Shoemaker. "Every single teammate I've played
with here has helped contribute to my success which is what
made it more fun and special to
me."
"Scoring 1,000 is a big accomplishment," said Battaglia. "Obviously it's an honor to achieve
such a milestone. I'm sure I'll look
back on it and be really proud
but as of right now I'm focused
on getting to the NEWMAC
Tournament, which is our team
goal."
Shoemaker
entered
the
game against RPI with 984 ca-

reer-points. She finished the
game with 1,010 tota I points and
since then has added 42 points
in three games against Springfield, Me.-Augusta, and Coast
Guard. She is now 71 points
away from entering the top-ten
leading scorers for women's basketball. Former teammate Abbie
Brickley '15 is Wheaton's leading
career-point scorer for women's basketball with 1,542 career points. Shoemaker already
holds individual career records
for blocks, rebounds, and free
throws made breaking the topten in each category. She leads
Wheaton for blocks with 220 and
counting as games progress.
Battaglia is projected to also
break the top-ten in scoring only
needing 55 to jump in the tenth
spot for all time career-points
scored. If Battaglia continues
his scoring ways averaging 23.4
points per game (ppg) he can
potentially jump as high as becoming the 7th leading scorer
in program history. The senior
captain needed 28 points in the
game against Bridgewater State
to match 1,000 points exactly.
He finished the contest with a
game-high 28 points despite the
team's loss.
"Right now our team's focus is on winning the game this

Senior captain Billy Battaglia '16. Wheaton Athletics

Senior captain Kiley Shoemaker'16. Wheaton Athletics

Saturday at home against Pine
Manor," said Battaglia. "We have
done a great job of protecting
our home court this year."
The men's side has an undefeated 4-0 record at home and
look forward to their next competition against Pine Manor this
upcoming Saturday in Emerson
Gymnasium at 1pm.
"Hopefully the trend can continue and carry us into break at
6-3 and in great shape to make a
run in conference play."
The men's side current! have

a 5-3 record with losses against
Worcester State, Roger Williams
and Bridgewater State. Their
first conference contest will be
against Coast Guard at home
right after the holiday break on
January 6th.
Shoemaker has helped lead
the women's team to an overall
5-2 record with a 4-0 undefeated home record as well. A string
of exceptional performances
for Shoemaker at the Williams
Tournament and prior earned
her both NEWMAC and New
England Women's Basketball Association (NEWBA) Player of the
Week honors. Prior to Williams
Tournament where she tallied
her 1,000th point, the senior
captain broke the program record, set in 1981, for single-game
rebounds as she gathered 24
against Newbury. Despite the
personal success Shoemaker has
made it clear that the team's success comes from their versatility.
"Any given person on our
team can step up and play an
incredible game, and I think that
well roundedness has been a
key factor in our success," said
Shoemaker. "I don't think it was
my scoring specifically, but the
fact that we are so versatile as a
whole team."
The team's next game will
be at home against Tufts who
are currently ranked 3rd in the
D3hoops.com national rankings.
Last season, the Lyon's suffered

one of two of their only home
losses to Tufts by a 71-42 score.
The Tufts team went on to win
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
Championships and reach the
NCAA Championship 3rd place
game after losing in the national
semi-finals in Michigan. This will
be a critical game where Wheaton will be able to measure up
their abilities against a New England powerhouse program that
the Lyons look to model. Winning their conference and competing in the NCAA Tournament
is what the team aims to do every
season.
"Our program always focuses on reaching our full potential
each year, and the past few years
it's been to win NEWMAC's and
go to the NCAA Tournament,"
said Shoemaker. "That goal is the
same this year, and my personal
goal is to do whatever I can to
get us there. I would love nothing
more than to leave Wheaton with
a NEWMAC Championship."
The match-up between Wheaton and Tufts will be at 7pm on
Thursday night in Emerson Gymnasium. After that game, the Lyon's will compete in the Salem
State Holiday Tournament on
December 29th and 30th. Their
first game to start off the 2016
year will be against Clark University at home on January 6th.

Have a correction or letter to the editor? Send an email to kilduff_adam@wheatoncollege.
edu, or come visit us! We meet in the 1960 Room in Balfour on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.

